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Users: biologist, 
bioinformaticians, ...

Data managerUSE MANAGE

Users need a perfect and clear vision of the data they used.

Data manager need “friendly” software to manage updating process & data 
repository organization 



History



2005: pre project phase ( state of art of free software available ) citrina 0.51 (J. Goodman)

it is a promising solution  but unfortunately, no longer developed , and functionally not fit exactly to ours 
needs, no retrieval on error, no logs, no lock, no supervision, ftp protocol only

2006 Biomaj 0.9 BioMAJ became a software development project based on citrina.

2007 Iterative development process of BioMAJ ( bugs correction, functionality improvement)

During Summer : Deployment on the 3 partner's sites for “a real scale” Testing phase (Jouy, Toulouse, 
Rennes)

3 sites using BioMAJ in production. Demo at super computing, JOBIM poster

2008 Biomaj 1.0 Many downloads,  used on other sites

4 production sites in France, 1 in Italy (site name unknown)

21 sites who downloaded one or more versions of BioMAJ, worldwide (academic or private)

paper in BioInformatics (published)

Referenced on several web sites: Gmod , plume , freshmeat, … 

2011 Biomaj 1.1

New web management interface

Available in Debian repository, rpm packages available

2014 Biomaj 3: complete code rewrite in Python with new features
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What is BioMAJ?



Open source data management

BioMAJ is an open source software to help data management 
updates

=> Check remote data updates

=> Download data

=> Apply transformation

Community shared components (processing, properties)

Workflow to manage update cycle with error management
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Workflow description (properties)

Post and pre processes 
script (index, 
conversion, …)

Remote or local data Workflow engine

Data wharehouse
(bank local repository)
Data, indexes, ...

Web interface (UI, REST)

FTP, 
HTTP, 
SCP



Update cycle overview

5 stages

Each state can include 
several tasks



Initialization



Preprocessing







Only PP_2 and PP_3 will be launch  
on next restart

Process status = OK

Process status = KO



$data.dir

$dir.version (default value= $dbname)

$dbname_$release

$dbanme_$release

flat  <= flat downloaded files

blast  <= blast index after post-processing

srs <= srs index after post-processing

my_index….



Supervision

BioMAJ include supervision facility 

● Command-line query
● Sessions update history ( mail report, online query)
● Web reports to follows repository evolution
● Bank description/properties online creation
● Multi-user interface with private and public banks
● REST interface (integration with external tools: Mobyle, Galaxy, ...)



Repository status



Bank details

In this example, we have 2 releases available, the “latest/current” one is release 213



Web interface



Web UI: per bank details



Value added

Centralized local database with:

- Stable versions of bank (latest only, or keep older versions)
- updated only when required (if new version detected)
- Management of multiple versions, user can continue to work on a 

version while others use a new one
- Transparent usage for the user
- Available in many formats automatically
- Post-processes provide one bank in many formats
- Bank can be queried with many tools without worrying on format.
- Index
- Update/removal worflow, restart where error occured



Deployment cost

Quality is free (P. Crosby): 

Implementing BioMAJ is free
What you spend now will be savings after.

An initial setup time is required to provide a coherent datawharehouse
~1 months for production stage: setup and validation (storage, setup of 
post-processes ...)

Reduced bank management cost when in use

low cost administration: re-execution of failed updates, adding new banks, 
storage mngt…

Cost = 0 for end-user

No time lost to get new banks, using wrong versions, transforming data in 
specific format for each tool …



Major features

Compliant with Multiple Remote protocol ( ftp, http, local copy)
Release Versioning
Multiple download or update tasks simultaneously
Data transfers check integrity
Uncompress files automatically
Execute processes locally, on DRMAA compliant clusters or in Docker containers

Complex workflow design 
Multiple indexation post-process available 
Easy integration of personal script 

Powerful exception handling permitting easy restart of updating cycle
Tree directory normalization

Repository supervision
Email report session facility 
Online management
Web reports

Tag files generated by postprocess for filtering/additional info (format, type or custom tags)



Bank definition



Bank properties

Simple text definition with:

• Description
• Remote data selection with regular expressions
• Processes to apply



Sample bank description

db.fullname="my bank simple description"

# Should be the same than file name mybankname.properties

db.name=mybankname

# Information on the type(s) of the bank, comma separated

db.type=nucleic,protein

# Directory, relative to data.dir where bank release will be stored, must not start with a /

dir.version=test/mybankname

# Where to download files

protocol=ftp

server=ftp.ncbi.nih.gov

remote.dir=/blast/db/FASTA/

remote.files=^alu.*\.gz$   # <= download all alu.*.gz files, files will be automatically uncompressed (can be disabled)

# regexp to copy from downloaded files to production directory

local.files=^alu\.(a|n).*  # <= from uncompressed files, keep only alu.a or alu.n files



Post processing

Apply any script (shell, python, external program) on 
downloaded data

Processes can be parallel or sequential
BLOCKS=BLOCK1,BLOCK2

BLOCK1.db.post.process=META0

BLOCK2.db.post.process=META1

META0=PROC0

META1=PROC1

# Execute command “my_script.sh test $datadir/flat” , datadir is the current bank work directory.
PROC0.name=test0
PROC0.desc=sample test
PROC0.type=test
# Command to execute, in process.dir or path
PROC0.exe=my_script.sh
# Arguments
PROC0.args=test $datadir/flat

# Optional additional meta-data, we say that process generates a file named test/example_file which is a blast nucleic index 
for chr1 of hg19

PROC0.format=blast
PROC0.types=nucleic
PROC0.tags=chr:chr1,organism:hg19

PROC0.files=test/example_file



Galaxy integration





Reference data: data libraries



BioMAJ ❤ Galaxy

Let BioMAJ and Galaxy be friends!

BioMAJ post process to update reference data in Galaxy

It brings:

Automatization: scheduled updates

Reliability: no more dead entries in loc files

Data reuse: each index is generated and stored 1 time and can 
be used from command line, galaxy, mobyle, ...



How

BioMAJ “post processes” to inject reference data in Galaxy

Using data managers

Or data libraries (permissions support)

BioMAJ “remove processes” to remove old reference data

Supported : fasta, blast, bowtie(2), bwa, 2bit

Easy to extend to other formats



What you need

Up-to-date Galaxy instance (tested with galaxy-central)

Galaxy patch to allow removal from data tables: PR #577

Install some data managers

http://toolshed.genouest.org

BioMAJ processes

Python scripts

https://github.com/genouest/biomaj2galaxy

Configure BioMAJ databank: config file or web UI



B2.db.post.process=GALAXY
GALAXY=galaxy_dl

galaxy_dl.name=galaxy_dl
galaxy_dl.desc=Add files to Galaxy data libraries
galaxy_dl.type=galaxy
galaxy_dl.exe=add_galaxy_library.py
galaxy_dl.args=-u http://example.org/galaxy/ -k my_api_key -l "Homo sapiens genome (${remote.release})" 
--lib-desc "Genome of Homo sapiens (version ${remote.release}) downloaded from NCBI" 
${data.dir}/${dir.version}/${db.name}_${remote.release}/fasta/all.fa

db.remove.process=RM_GALAXY
RM_GALAXY=rm_galaxy_dl

rm_galaxy_dl.name=rm_galaxy_dl
rm_galaxy_dl.desc=Remove from Galaxy data libraries
rm_galaxy_dl.type=galaxy
rm_galaxy_dl.exe=remove_galaxy_library.py
rm_galaxy_dl.args=-u http://example.org/galaxy/ -k my_api_key -l "Homo sapiens genome 
(${remote.release})"

Example: human genome (NCBI ftp)



Example: result in galaxy



Web: http://biomaj.genouest.org/
Code and documentation: 
https://github.com/genouest/biomaj

http://biomaj.genouest.org/
https://github.com/genouest/biomaj
https://github.com/genouest/biomaj
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